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Work Progress Week of 11/4 – 11/10

- Roofing throughout east side of B wing and up to reverse gable on west side of B wing
- Continued electrical piping throughout B wing to re-feed existing circuits
- Interior scaffolding removed
- Plumbing vent piping re-installed through roof
Work Projected Week of 11/11 – 11/17

- Replace (5) trusses at reverse gable over kitchen area to correct bearing point location error
- Finish roofing throughout B wing
- Finish installation of sheetrock fire rating layer at bottom of trusses up to kitchen
- Electrical conduit piping in east side classrooms for lighting and power
- Insulation throughout attic space on east side of B wing
- Kitchen HVAC equipment mobilization and equipment setting
Roofing installation started on East Side of B Wing
Fire-rating layer of sheetrock install started throughout B Wing
Northport – East Northport UFSD
Special Project – Ocean Ave ES
Update for 11/4 – 11/10